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Investor Profile(1)

Investor objective
For well informed investors seeking to achieve a 
stable level of current income while maintaining a 
relatively moderate level of volatility. The Portfolio 
invests primarily in non-investment grade senior 
secured floating rate loans, but may have exposure 
to unsecured bank loans. While the fund seeks to 
achieve its investment objective, investors should 
understand that the fund's investment objective may 
not be realised and some or all of your investment is 
at risk. For further specific risks related to the fund 
please refer to Risk Considerations below.

Fund Data

No. of holdings 427

% in top 10 7

Historical Volatility Portfolio - 3 yr 5.16

Historical Tracking Error - 3 yr 0.75

Excess Returns - 3 yr -1.06

R2 - 3 yr 0.99

Beta - 3 yr 1.10

Swing Pricing (%)

Subscription (%) 0.58

Redemption (%) 0.58

Initial Sales Charge: up to (%) 5.50

Performance Fee Rate (%) N/A

Performance (Indexed)
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High Yield Floating Rate Portfolio (LUX) - Base 
Shares (Acc.)(2)

CS Leveraged Loan Index (TR, Unhedged, USD)(3)

This is an actively managed fund that is not designed to track its reference benchmark. Therefore the performance of the 
fund and the performance of its reference benchmark may diverge. In addition stated reference benchmark returns do not 
reflect any management or other charges to the fund, whereas stated returns of the fund do. Past performance does not 
predict future returns. The value of investments and the income derived from investments will fluctuate and 
can go down as well as up. A loss of capital may occur.

Performance (%)
31-Mar-13 - 
31-Mar-14

31-Mar-14 - 
31-Mar-15

31-Mar-15 - 
31-Mar-16

31-Mar-16 - 
31-Mar-17

31-Mar-17 - 
31-Mar-18

31-Mar-18 - 
31-Mar-19

31-Mar-19 - 
31-Mar-20

31-Mar-20 - 
31-Mar-21

31-Mar-21 - 
31-Mar-22

31-Mar-22 - 
31-Mar-23

Fund (USD) - 1.5 -1.1 6.8 2.7 1.3 -9.4 21.1 2.1 -0.1

Index - 2.7 -1.3 10.1 4.6 3.3 -9.5 20.8 3.2 2.1

Performance Summary (%)

Cumulative Annualised

Since Launch 1 Mth 3 Mths YTD 1 Yr 3 Yrs 5 Yrs

Base Shares (Acc.)(2) 28.18 (0.38) 2.52 2.52 (0.06) 7.32 2.54

CS Leveraged Loan Index (TR, Unhedged, 
USD)(3)

44.27 (0.10) 3.11 3.11 2.12 8.38 3.54

Calendar Year Performance (%)
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Base Shares (Acc.) - 0.7 -1.1 7.5 2.9 -1.4 8.5 2.6 4.3 -2.9

CS Leveraged Loan Index (TR, 
Unhedged, USD)

- 1.5 -0.8 10.7 4.2 1.1 8.2 2.8 5.4 -1.1

This is a marketing communication. Please refer to the private placement memorandum of the Fund before making 
any final investment decisions. Please see Additional Notes. All performance and holdings data as at 31-Mar-23.
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Financial Information
Net Asset Value (NAV) - Base Shares 
(Acc.)

USD 128.18

Total Net Assets (m) USD 766

Current Duration of Portfolio (years) 0.02

Current Duration of Reference 
Benchmark (years)

0.05

Yield To Maturity of Portfolio (%) 9.15

Yield To Worst of Portfolio (%) 8.75

Fund Characteristics
Currency - Base Shares (Acc.) USD

Inception Date - Base Shares (Acc.) 20-Jun-13

Fund Domicile Luxembourg

Fund Facts

ISIN - Base Shares (Acc.) LU0938369369

Bloomberg Ticker - Base Shares (Acc.) GSHFBUA LX

Dividend Distribution Frequency None

Dealing and valuation Daily

Reporting year end 30 November

Reference 
Benchmark

CS Leveraged Loan Index (TR, Unhedged, 
USD)

Settlement T + 3

Fund Objective and Investment 
Policy

The investment objective of the Portfolio is to 
achieve a high level of current income. The Portfolio 
will invest, under normal circumstances, at least 80% 
of its net assets in US or non-US floating rate loans 
and other floating or variable rate obligations 
primarily rated below Investment Grade, or, if 
unrated, determined by the Investment Adviser to be 
of comparable quality.

Sector Allocation (%) Credit Allocation (%)

88.7% Bank Loans
4.0% US High Yield
1.8% Equities
0.9% Non-Dollar

-0.1% Unrealized GL on FX
4.7% Cash
0.0% Derivatives
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Top 10 Corporate Issuers(4)

Security %

APP 1.1

PERCOR 0.9

VMED 0.9

ARGIHC 0.8

SFRFP 0.8

ATLAVI 0.8

HBGCN 0.7

UAL 0.7

THYELE 0.7

UBER 0.6

Please see Additional Notes. All performance and holdings data as at 31-Mar-23. Past Performance does not 
predict future returns. The value of investments and the income derived from investments will fluctuate and can go 
down as well as up. A loss of capital may occur.
(1) Well informed investors as defined in the Prospectus. There is no guarantee that these objectives will be met.  (2) Fund 
returns are shown net of applicable ongoing fees within the portfolio, with dividends re-invested using the ex-dividend 
NAV. These returns are for comparison of performance against specified index. As the investor may be liable to other 
fees, charges and taxes, they are not meant to provide a measure of actual return to investors. The performance data do 
not take account of the commissions and costs incurred on the issue and redemption of shares.  (3) The CSFB Leveraged 
Loan Index is quoted at month-end with income reinvested and, in contrast to the Portfolio, is shown without the 
deduction of any expenses  (4) Portfolio holdings may not represent current, future investments or all of the portfolio's 
holdings. Future portfolio holdings may not be profitable. For the avoidance of doubt, when buying units in the funds you 
are not investing directly in the portfolio holdings. 
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High Yield Floating Rate Portfolio (LUX)

Important Risk Considerations

■ Credit Risk: Generally banks loans 1) have non-investment grade ratings; 2) have a historically low default rate compared to other fixed income asset classes ; 3) 
tend to be highly correlated to high-yield bonds and 4) are subject to the credit risk of non-payment of principal or interest as well as counterparty credit risk. The 
failure of a counterparty or an issuer of a bank loan instrument held within the Portfolio to meet its payment obligations will have a negative impact on the Portfolio. 
Bank loans may also be subject to ‘floors’ which prevent floating interest payments from falling below a certain level. Therefore such payments may not be directly 
correlated to movements in interest rates.

■ Price Declines: The value of assets in the Portfolio is typically dictated by a number of factors, including the confidence levels of the market in which they are 
traded. In particular in times of heightened volatility in financial markets, bank loans have experienced substantial mark-to-market price declines. Mark-to-market is a 
measure of the fair value of instruments that can change over time.

■ Liquidity Risk: Bank loans have a standard settlement cycle that significantly exceeds the settlement cycle of the Portfolio. Where the Portfolio receives substantial 
redemption requests this could impact the Portfolio’s ability to make settlement in a timely manner. Bank loans can be illiquid. Where the Portfolio receives 
substantial redemption requests, the Portfolio may need to increase the portion of its assets in cash or other liquid assets or may not always find another party willing 
to purchase a bank loan instrument that the Portfolio wants to sell. This could impact the performance of the Portfolio or in constrained market conditions, the 
Portfolio’s ability to meet redemption requests on demand.

■ Complete information on the risks of investing in the fund are set out in the fund’s prospectus.

Glossary

■ Beta – Measures the sensitivity of the fund’s returns to the comparative benchmark index return (annualised). The nearer to 1.00, the closer the historical fluctuations 
in the value of the fund are to the benchmark. If above 1.00, then fund fluctuations have been greater than the benchmark.

■ Duration of the Portfolio – Measure of the sensitivity of the price of a bond or portfolio to a change in interest rates paid. The larger the number (positive or 
negative), the greater the change in price for given changes in interest rates. When duration is positive a rise in interest rates results in a fall in price while for a 
negative duration a rise in interest rates results in a rise in price.

■ Excess returns – The return of the fund in excess of the benchmark/index return (annualised).
■ Historical tracking error - Measure of the actual deviation of the fund’s returns from the comparative benchmark index returns (annualised). A higher number 

means that the fund is taking greater risk against the benchmark.
■ Historical Volatility of Portfolio – Illustrates the dispersion of the fund’s realized monthly returns around the average monthly return, indicating how volatile the 

fund’s return is over time. The higher the number the more volatile the fund’s returns.
■ Interest Rate Duration – This is a modified measure of Total Average Duration that has been estimated by GSAM. This modified measure seeks to take account of 

the different behaviours of different bond markets around the world by re-expressing all duration exposures to a common US market standard. The goal is to improve 
the estimate of the portfolio's sensitivity to changes in interest rates. This estimate is guided by historical market observations amongst markets which are 
themselves subject to change over time and may not necessarily be reflected by the actual outcome.

■ Net Asset Value – Represents the net assets of the fund (ex-dividend) divided by the total number of shares issued by the fund.
■ Ongoing Charges – The ongoing charges figure is based on the fund’s expenses during the previous 12 months, on a rolling basis. It excludes transaction costs and 

performance fees incurred by the fund.
■ Other Expenses – Fees deduced from the Fund’s assets incurred as part of the Fund’s operations, including, where applicable, costs incurred by the Fund when 

investing in other funds.
■ R2 – Measure that represents the percentage of a portfolio movement linked to movements in the benchmark index return (annualised). The nearer to [1.00], the more 

a fund is tracking the risk of the benchmark, and the less risk that the fund is taking against the benchmark.
■ Swing pricing – The swing factor represents the factor in place month end and is subject to change on any Dealing Day depending on prevailing market conditions.
■ Yield to Maturity – The interest rate that makes the present value of a bond's cash flows equal to the bond's price or initial investment. The YTM on derivatives, 

Treasury futures, and interest rate swaps incorporate the impact of current funding rates (due to a change in data source, funding rates on Treasury futures were not 
incorporated on the YTM calculation from approximately early 2020 through 9-Nov-2022. Since November 9, 2022, funding rates on Treasury futures have been 
incorporated ). On a portfolio level, the YTM is a characteristic of the portfolio based on its holdings as of a particular date and is considered a long-term bond yield 
expressed as an annualized rate of return, assuming the portfolio holds the assets until maturity and interest rates remain constant. The YTM does not represent the 
performance yield for a portfolio and may increase or decrease depending on the present value of a bond’s market price as well as the number and size of payments 
remaining. As of April 14, 2023, the YTM has been capped at 15% in order to provide a more prudent and conservative representation.

■ Yield to Worst – The interest rate that makes the present value of a bond's cash flows equal to the bond's price or initial investment, calculated by making worst-
case scenario assumptions (excluding issuer default) on the bond by calculating the returns that would be received if provisions, including prepayment, call, put, and 
sinking fund, are used by the issuer. The YTW on derivatives, Treasury futures, and interest rate swaps incorporate the impact of current funding rates (due to a 
change in data source, funding rates on Treasury futures were not incorporated on the YTW calculation from approximately early 2020 through 9-Nov-2022. Since 
November 9, 2022, funding rates on Treasury futures have been incorporated). On a portfolio level, the YTW is a characteristic of the portfolio based on its holdings as 
of a particular date and is considered a long-term bond yield expressed as an annualized rate of return, assuming the portfolio securities are called with the lowest 
yield after running to each potential call date. The YTW does not represent the performance yield for a portfolio and may increase or decrease depending on the 
present value of a bond’s market price as well as the number and size of payments remaining. As of April 14, 2023, the YTW has been capped at 15% in order to 
provide a more prudent and conservative representation.
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Additional Notes
For Professional Investor Use Only, Not for distribution to General Public
This material is a financial promotion and has been issued by Goldman Sachs International, authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
Offering Documents
This material is provided at your request for informational purposes only and does not constitute a solicitation in any jurisdiction in which such a solicitation is unlawful or to any person to 
whom it is unlawful. It only contains selected information with regards to the fund and does not constitute an offer to buy shares in the fund. Prior to an investment, prospective investors 
should carefully read the latest offering documentation, including but not limited to the fund’s prospectus which contains inter alia a comprehensive disclosure of applicable risks. The 
relevant constitutional and offering documents are available free of charge at the fund’s principal office.
Distribution of Shares
Shares of the fund may not be registered for public distribution in a number of jurisdictions (including but not limited to any Latin American, African or Asian countries). Therefore, the 
shares of the fund must not be marketed or offered in or to residents of any such jurisdictions unless such marketing or offering is made in compliance with applicable exemptions for the 
private placement of collective investment schemes and other applicable jurisdictional rules and regulations.
Investment Advice and Potential Loss
Financial advisers generally suggest a diversified portfolio of investments. The fund described herein does not represent a diversified investment by itself. This material must not be 
construed as investment or tax advice. Prospective investors should consult their financial and tax adviser before investing in order to determine whether an investment would be suitable 
for them.
An investor should only invest if he/she has the necessary financial resources to bear a complete loss of this investment.
References to indices, benchmarks or other measures of relative market performance over a specified period of time are provided for your information only and do not imply that the 
portfolio will achieve similar results. The index composition may not reflect the manner in which a portfolio is constructed. While an adviser seeks to design a portfolio which reflects 
appropriate risk and return features, portfolio characteristics may deviate from those of the benchmark.
Tracking Error (TE) is one possible measurement of the dispersion of a portfolio’s returns from its stated benchmark. More specifically, it is the standard deviation of such excess returns. 
TE figures are representations of statistical expectations falling within “normal” distributions of return patterns. Normal statistical distributions of returns suggests that approximately two 
thirds of the time the annual gross returns of the accounts will lie in a range equal to the benchmark return plus or minus the TE if the market behaves in a manner suggested by historical 
returns. Targeted TE therefore applies statistical probabilities (and the language of uncertainty) and so cannot be predictive of actual results. In addition, past tracking error is not 
indicative of future TE and there can be no assurance that the TE actually reflected in your accounts will be at levels either specified in the investment objectives or suggested by our 
forecasts.
Supplemental Risk Disclosure for All Potential Direct and Indirect Investors in Hedge Funds and other private investment funds (collectively, “Alternative Investments")
In connection with your consideration of an investment in any Alternative Investment, you should be aware of the following risks:
Alternative Investments are subject to less regulation than other types of pooled investment vehicles such as mutual funds. Alternative Investments may impose significant fees, including 
incentive fees that are based upon a percentage of the realized and unrealized gains, and such fees may offset all or a significant portion of such Alternative Investment’s trading profits. 
An individual’s net returns may differ significantly from actual returns. Alternative Investments are not required to provide periodic pricing or valuation information. Investors may have 
limited rights with respect to their investments, including limited voting rights and participation in the management of the Alternative Investment.
Alternative Investments often engage in leverage and other investment practices that are extremely speculative and involve a high degree of risk. Such practices may increase the 
volatility of performance and the risk of investment loss, including the loss of the entire amount that is invested.
Alternative Investments may purchase instruments that are traded on exchanges located outside the United States that are “principal markets” and are subject to the risk that the 
counterparty will not perform with respect to contracts.
Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. The value of investments and the income derived from investments will fluctuate and can go down as well as 
up. A loss of principal may occur.
Alternative Investments are offered in reliance upon an exemption from registration under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, for offers and sales of securities that do not involve a 
public offering. No public or other market is available or will develop. Similarly, interests in an Alternative Investment are highly illiquid and generally are not transferable without the 
consent of the sponsor, and applicable securities and tax laws will limit transfers.
Alternative Investments may themselves invest in instruments that may be highly illiquid and extremely difficult to value. This also may limit your ability to redeem or transfer your 
investment or delay receipt of redemption or transfer proceeds.
Alternative Investments are not required to provide their investors with periodic pricing or valuation information.
Alternative Investments may involve complex tax and legal structures and accordingly are only suitable for sophisticated investors. You are urged to consult with your own tax, 
accounting and legal advisers regarding any investment in any Alternative Investment.
Prospective investors should inform themselves as to any applicable legal requirements and taxation and exchange control regulations in the countries of their citizenship, residence or 
domicile which might be relevant.
Index Benchmarks
Indices are unmanaged. The figures for the index reflect the reinvestment of all income or dividends, as applicable, but do not reflect the deduction of any fees or expenses which would 
reduce returns. Investors cannot invest directly in indices.
The indices referenced herein have been selected because they are well known, easily recognized by investors, and reflect those indices that the Investment Manager believes, in part 
based on industry practice, provide a suitable benchmark against which to evaluate the investment or broader market described herein. The exclusion of “failed” or closed hedge funds 
may mean that each index overstates the performance of hedge funds generally.
Confidentiality
No part of this material may, without GSAM’s prior written consent, be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form, by any means, or (ii) distributed to any person that is not an 
employee, officer, director, or authorized agent of the recipient.
If GSAMFSL, the management company, decides to terminate its arrangement for marketing the fund in any EEA country where it is registered for sale, it will do so in accordance 
with the relevant AIFMD rules.

©2023 Goldman Sachs. All rights reserved.
Registered and Principal Offices: Luxembourg domiciled Funds Registered Office: c/o State Street Bank International GmbH, Luxembourg Branch, 49, Avenye J-F Kennedy, L-1855, 
Luxembourg
Any reference to a national regulator is for information purposes only and should not be construed as an endorsement, or otherwise, by that regulator as to the merits on investing in 
the fund.
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